Dear Governor Brown,

We, the undersigned Oregon veterinarians, believe that public authorities unnecessarily and inhumanely killed a bobcat kitten using blunt force trauma on October 16, 2019, simply because it naively wandered into an open door at the Oak Hill School in Eugene. The authorities’ decision to bludgeon the kitten to death and then claim it had been humanely euthanized according to American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) Guidelines for the Euthanasia of Animals is unacceptable, cruel, and offensive to our profession.

AVMA guidelines were not followed. The kitten was not injured or sick, and its life was not ended painlessly as a last resort. A physical and behavioral assessment, as well as options for treatment, should have been made by a professionally trained veterinarian. Given that the kitten was actually displaying no abnormal or aggressive behavior, it should most likely have been released in the same way the second bobcat was the next day.

Euthanasia is a painless method to end a life to relieve the pain and suffering of a hopelessly sick or injured animal. AVMA guidelines clearly state that blunt force trauma to the head is used primarily for small laboratory animals with thin craniums, and that alternate approaches should be actively sought. It is not listed under acceptable methods of euthanasia for wildlife. State officials did not euthanize this animal. They killed it for no justifiable reason using an extremely painful technique of bashing it in the head.

We ask that the State of Oregon:

1. **Undertake a full investigation** of this incident, **hold the individuals involved responsible** for any policy violations, and **train them in humane methods** of handling animals that also exclude unnecessary death.

2. **Establish explicit protocols on how to humanely respond to wildlife and domestic animal incidents.** These should include:
   - using nonlethal options as a first priority
   - humanely treating the animal
   - consulting with veterinary professionals to assess the animal’s condition and best options for handling
   - using specific veterinary-approved methods of euthanasia as a last resort, and only if professional veterinary treatment is unavailable
3. Require that all agencies responding to calls about wildlife receive full training in humane and veterinary-approved handling of animals.

We thank you for any and all actions you can take to bring Oregon’s wildlife policies and procedures into alignment with humane and scientifically best-available practices.

Submitted by:

Predator Defense and the Humane Society Veterinary Medical Association, in coordination with Donna Harris, DVM, Bend

Co-Signed by:

Paula Backus, DVM, Ashland
Katie Bahr, DVM, Newport
Steven Blauvelt, DVM, Bend
Crystal Bloodworth, DVM, Bend
Roberta Boyden, DVM, Eugene
Cierra Buer, DVM, Prineville
Dale L. Bush, DVM, Talent
Carrie Casita, DVM, Eugene
Donna Cassioli, DVM, Portland
Laura Cochrane, DVM, Portland
Sarah Cummings, DVM, Bend
Heather Dillon, DVM, Portland
Sue Dougherty, DVM, MA, DACVIM, Bend
Marcia Fulton, DVM, Salem
James Gent, DVM Eugene
Liz Gray, DVM, Bend
Greg Harris, DVM, Chiloquin
Mary Herrera, DVM, Sutherlin
Kathryn Hooper, DVM, Portland
Robben Jones, DVM, Bend
Megan Kinnear, DVM, Bend
Naomi Kitagaki, DVM, Bend
Caitlin Lacey, DVM, MPH-VPH, Bend
Deb LaPaugh, VMD, Bend
Lisa Last, DVM, Eugene
Byron Maas, DVM, Bend
James Maddox, DVM, Eugene
Wendy Merideth, DVM, Sunriver
Louise Mesher, DVM, CCRT, Canby
Erin Miller, DVM, Bend
Kirk Miller, DVM, Dip. ABVP, Portland
Kirsten Munck, DVM, Bend
Allison Pang DVM, Portland
Jennifer Posey, DVM, CVA, Beaver Creek
Letitia Posey, DVM, Gladstone
Brent Post, DVM, Bend
Deborah Putnam, DVM, Bend
Marguerite R. Quinn, DVM, Bend
Len Reis, DVM, Portland
Gwendolen Reyes-Ilg, DVM, MA, Portland
Bernard Robe, DVM, Eugene
Yvonne Roberts, DVM, Portland
Giovanna Rosenlicht, DVM, Corvallis
Preston Ross, DVM, Portland
Gretchen Rowe, DVM, cert IVUSS, Bend
Ann Samsell, DVM, Eugene
Sheri Schlorman DVM, Creswell
Sierra Schnieder, DVM, Sunriver
Karen Sequeira DVM, Eugene
Scott D. Shaw, DVM, Bend
Patricia Shea, DVM, Eugene
Jaime Thurk, DVM, Bend
Cheryl Tillman, DVM, Terrebonne
Rodney Toogood, DVM, Bend
Devon D. Trottier, VMD Veneta
Kazuki Ueki, DVM, Portland
Shaun Vaniman, DVM, Portland
Jessica VoelIm DVM, Ashland
Janette Wells, DVM, Bend
Lisa Williams, DVM, Portland
Teri Sue Wright, DVM, Eugene

Key Contacts for Response:

Brooks Fahy, Executive Director, Predator Defense, (541) 937-4261, brooks@predatordefense.org
Katie Bahr, DVM, Humane Society Veterinary Medical Association, (541) 588-2748, katie.l.bahr@gmail.com
Donna Harris, DVM, (541) 593-1970, kermit.donna@gmail.com